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Physics of forced magnetic reconnection in magnetically confined plasmas is crucial to un-

derstand because it leads to formation of magnetic islands which can degrade the plasma con-

finement and eventually cause disruptions. This type of magnetic reconnection is thought to be

responsible for the appearance of tearing modes after sawtooth crashes [1] and for the forma-

tion of magnetic islands when non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations (MP) are externally

applied [2].

Externally applied MP cause a global plasma response. The perturbation field amplitude as well

as plasma parameters like toroidal rotation and resistivity define the effects on a plasma such

as a de- formation of the flux surfaces or magnetic island formation. Additionally to driving

magnetic reconnection, MP produce torques to the plasma slowing down the plasma rotation.

The results of numerical simulations of the forced magnetic reconnection with the toroidal, two

fluids, non-linear MHD code JOREK [3] as well as new experimental results and a detailed

comparison between simulations and experiments are presented. Our simulations reproduce all

the phases observed in the experiments: a weak plasma response to the applied magnetic per-

turbations, a fully formed island state and a transition between these two regimes. Scans in

simulation parameters are performed in order to get better understanding of the ongoing phe-

nomena. This also includes a set of parameters chosen to be as close as possible to one of the

low collisionality L-mode plasma discharges with externally applied MP fields from ASDEX

Upgrade.
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